STREAMLINED SEED OUTLETS ALLOWS SOIL TO FLOW OVER TOP ENCAPSULATING SEED WITH NO SEED BOUNCE AND ALLOWS FOR FASTER SOWING SPEEDS.

8X 16X50MM TUNGSTEN TILE FOR EXTRA LIFE WILL NOT CHIP

SMOOTH STREAMLINE DESIGN NO NEED FOR TRASH GUARDS.

KNIIFE POINT DROP FORGED FOR EXTRA STRENGTH AND WEAR, EXTRA TILE INSERTS POSITIONED ON EITHER SIDE OF POINT TO ELIMINATE SIDE WEAR.

SEED INLET

LIQUID FERTILIZER INLET

LIQUID FERTILIZER OUTLET

SEED OUTLET

NARROW PROFILE FOR MINIMAL SOIL THROW : SMOOTH PADDOCK

BOLTED ON, NO PINS OR CLIPS YOU WONT LOSE THEM.

5X 12X50MM TUNGSTEN TILES ON SEED WINGS WILL NOT CHIP.

FERT TUBE BEHIND SEED TUBE, WILL NOT BLOCK WITH MUD. ORIENTATION DELIVERS CORRECT FERT PLACEMENT. (NOT DEEP BANDED)

SEED BOOT WINGS HAVE A SHELF AT OUTER TIPS TO SUPPORT TUNGSTEN TILES, WILL NOT CHIP OR SLIDE OFF.

POSITION OF SEED OUTLETS ARE COMPACT AND CLOSER TO KNIIFE POINT, MAINTAINING SOWING DEPTH WHEN TYNE BREAKS OUT.

TUNGSTEN OVERLAY ADDED WEAR PROTECTION (POSITIONED ON UNDER SIDE OF MAIN CENTRE PLATE).

THESE BOOTS WILL GROW YOU ROOTS.

Jason Pfitzner, [ 0428 734 899 ]

( www.rootboot.com.au )
Disc and boot are independent from each other.
Underseed tilth
Bring soil moisture up from depth
Eliminates hair pinning
Precise seed placement

Quality seal bearings (no greasing required)

Simple open layout
Less moving parts
Less maintenance

Standard off-the-shelf components,
Removable stub axles, quick easy replacement (change of disk in 1 minute)

One grease nipple

Quality seal bearings (no greasing required)

Simple open layout
Less moving parts
Less maintenance

Streamlined seed outlets allow soil to flow over top encapsulating seed with no seed bounce and allows for faster sowing speeds.

5x12x50mm tungsten tiles on seed wings will not chip.

Fert tube behind seed tube, will not block with mud. Orientation delivers correct fert placement. (Not deep banded)

These boots will grow you roots.

Jason Pfitzner, [ 0428 734 899 ]

( www.rootboot.com.au )